Central West CMA Regional Workshop – Native Vegetation Regulation Review
Location: Narromine – Date: 24 November 2011
Chair: Tom Gavel (Central West CMA)
Meeting Summary
Participations: 26 landholders attended for a frank meeting where many strong views were presented. 9 CMA and OEH staff attended also.
Major Points from Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Native Vegetation Act and Regulation is not working, is restrictive (in the case of offsets “in perpetuity”) and doesn’t produce required environmental outcomes.
The triple bottom line should be considered, property values and earning potential can be reduced by the Act.
Trust landholders to be good custodians of the land for future generations.
Property rights eroded forcing the younger generations to find alternative careers off the land.
A distrust of Govt influenced by the electoral cycle, minority green groups and broken promises.
Compliance power of entry greater than police, but hasn’t stopped native grassland conversion as this can’t be seen on satellite

Note: The comments below are recorded as stated by participants however names have been removed to protect privacy.
Comment/ Experience/ Feedback/ Suggestions
How many PVP’s or engagement within the Bogan Shire? Response around 35.
Looking at PVPs on website this skews the area as the vast majority seem to be in the Western Division. Think this is due to the approval process. This gives the
impression that a large area has been successfully treated. Our process here is that we don’t think it has been successful. True reporting of how many PVPs have
been completed other than approved.
I am sure Tom, Tim and other involved know what we are after. 1.How is the CMA going to deliver policy?
2.Remove PVPs and replace with Common Sense native veg planning policy. 3. System to provide farmers with biodiversity conservation 4. Farmers for large areas
of lands – will email comment.
If fair dinkum, would know what policies require. Big difference between regional planning and landscape planning. Wants to go back to regional planning
processes. Will deliver better outcomes.
See letter below – Attachment 1
Our broader goals of landscape management may not fit into this meeting. By pursuing our broader goals we are not validating the Act. Recently grown regrowth
provisions useful for attacking scrub. The regrowth before 50s and 70s not adequately addressed. The focus is agriculture based. Not focussed on the method of
getting to that outcome. The 20% matrix of INS PVPs is a failure of the PVP, needs to be addressed. The stem density for retainment is too high and the dbh is too
low for eucalyptus and having to leave a representative of every class of every species makes the agriculture pursuit difficult, by the time you have left everything,
you have too much rubbish. If you only have a small area and are limited to 20% it remains unviable. Some INS species are unlisted and process too complicated.
EOAM still a conflict in LH and stakeholders with what is actually an improvement in environmental standard. The 20% retained (of INS) could go to 0% retained and
100% allowed to be fully pursued for agriculture.
Where do we own our own land? Attached letter expresses how we feel.
3 objectives of the Act. With the Regulations the triple bottom line disappears and is focussed only on environmental outcomes. Doesn’t consider economics or
social outcomes. Economic and social outcomes need to be incorporated into the NV regulations and should be considered at all scales.
With regard to biodiversity and scrub: Florida has demonstrated that the environmental benefits and biodiversity improvements are obvious by removal of the scrub
and introduction of more ground cover. These factors need to be included in the EOAM. When assessments are made, we need to include the overall environmental

improvement that promotes ground cover and grass cover that are also suitable for production. My retained stem density needs to be such that grass is on the
ground. 1 tree every 2 hectares works well.
Against offsets as they are taking the land in the opposite direction for catchment targets. If you lock up the land as offsets, the land goes into decline.
There are a lot better grasses than native grasses that hold soils together. Suggestion that more research needs to be done with what grasses gives best outcomes
in different localities. eg acid soils/rich soils. More flexibility in the type of grasses allowed to be sown.
Property is 100% native under the current Act, this means I cannot develop this country at all- A proportion of this country should be able to be developed. The NV
Regulation affects the whole property. NV Act does not apply to land that is 100% exotic. Exotic veg property owners do not need to comply with the Act. A cost
benefit analysis needs to be done on implementing and operating the NV Act/ Regulations. If the cost benefit is positive, the work should be allowed to occur. What
is the cost of enforcing the Act? The environmental outcome could be better if we saved the money of implementing the Act. The stats on clearing vegetation may
apply/ be accurate for woodlands, but not for grassland composition cannot be determined by satellite imagery. The implementation of Act has caused landholders to
plough up good native veg. How come Vegetation compliance people can come onto private property without a warrant, where as police require a warrant? Process
of assessment needs to be independent as fear of compliance. People may not turn up because CMA is present and may lead to compliance. Pictures used in
promotion should reflect reality. Where is the verification of the submissions made? – can be made by anyone. Landscape functionality should weight highly in
assessments as opposed to existence of Native Vegetation (full stop). A healthy landscape that captures nutrients and water is good – who decided that NV is a
better outcome? Issue with clearing size allowed on the fence line. Fence line clearing RAMA should be raised to the height of the trees on the edge of nearby
woodland. RAMAS not practical. Regrowth date – no ground cover under protected regrowth. I want to keep my mosaic structure but because 100% native –
Hands off. Privacy issues big concern. Clear clarification of What is Regrowth in the Native Veg Fact sheets.
Concerned about broad listing of endangered ecological communities and process involved in determining species/communities are on the way to extinction.
Clearing stats are bogus. The data collection and analysis needs to be more transparent.
Can submissions from the questionnaire be verified they are genuine and still remain anonymous?
Easy way forward is the Regional Vegetation approach, in that the landholder leaves 15% and they can still farm the remainder. Previously it didn’t work as it was
based on lies. A previous PVP trial went through easily with minimum offset. In the real deal this was not the case (it was only approved under very strict offsets).
Older trees in cropping paddocks should go through easily. We go to tramline and we cannot do it. The 15% left as offset must be left as a functioning Native
Vegetation area under continued management (locking up produces detrimental vegetation condition outcomes) Tramline farming is a holistic broad scale
improvement on landscape functionality. This directly conflicts with the outcomes of removing Scattered Paddock Trees with an offset under the PVP process.
To streamline the process, Tramline tracks must be included under the infrastructure RAMA for clearing exemptions.
The definition of Broad scale clearing shouldn’t include the knocking down of a single tree or blade of grass. This definition must be re-written to make it relevant in
the real world.
We have gone past true objectives. If we can leave 15% and do what we want with the rest, that would be good. Still the 15% remaining would be rubbish, bad
condition, no habitat. The rules getting put in do not work. Designed for elections and are impractical. In the meantime the country gets worse and the farms more
unproductive. People are getting hurt by it – less food being grown, less money made. The government needs gumption to tell city people to let the farmers get on
with farming. Bottom line to Andrew is having healthy, productive land to feed family and world populations, local economies to flourish and social improvements into
policy. The policy contains a lot of words and no substance, based on getting elected by the city people (majority) and greens.
Wants to scrap the Native Vegetation Act because it doesn’t work. It doesn’t address the real issues. It creates degradation and does not deliver social or economic
outcomes. Economics will determine the clearing rate.
Uptake of Conservation farming was not due to regulation. Education and extension and not regulation.
People can do what they do depending on finances. Farmers want to leave their properties in good condition for future generations. The more regulation the worse.
Will Bob Brown and the greens be the custodians of the Native Vegetation as it is at the moment? The people that have lived here for years are better custodians of
the land than Bob Brown. Farmers address their own erosion issues etc
Having CMAs was supposed to be (by Craig Knowles) a good outcome for the region. It was meant to deliver a regional plan developed in close consultation with the
community. Experts put practical experience on table, this was over ridden for a political outcomes. Policy that went to an election does not reflect the current
process. The CMAs don’t have any power. The politics are getting caught up with the outcome. The PVPs registered on title is ridiculous as things change over
time. PVPs deliver a direct restriction on land use for farmers in perpetuity. We want PVPs to be flexible over time and not locked in perpetuity as we manage our

land in response to variability.
Trust farmers to do the right thing with their land
All landholders get punished for 1% that do the wrong thing
Farmers also want to look after their land. Agrees with above
Younger generation is losing control of their land. The condition is getting worse with regrowth.
EPBC Act does not define what significant impact is on EECs in particular areas.
Would like a representative that knows the NV Act who is an independent person that can explain to landholders what they can and cannot do. Doesn’t trust
government employees to give advice on Native Veg. Give advice without repercussion.
What would happen if they want to make a submission through the CMA for changes of the NV Act. We feel we loose control. More flexibility to Negotiate. Doesn’t
believe CMAs stand up and fight for what farmers need. The staff need to fight for the farmers.
No power in negotiating requests from CMA staff. No land has increased in value since the Native Vegetation Act. Land has lost value. Board members not
permitted to use their skills to influence government policy. Not a two-way communication route between landholders and CMA.
No future for children on their property even though they have been raised to take over the production on property.
Where does the chain of responsibility lie with penalties? Is it the landholder or contractor? Judd OEH- “it can be both the landholder and the contractor driving
machinery”. Contractors must understand their responsibility under the NV Act – not enough information available to them. NV Act is not working because
contractors knock back work and landholders do it themselves anyway.
Wants to get rid of the Native Vegetation Act. Feed back must occur and MUST be genuine.
Make use of the National Party members in the region.
In the past review process of the NVA there were examples of those in charge of the review being openly untruthful in there actions. Please note this comment has
been changed with the participants permission.
Attachment 1

